Sniff

This is a warm and moving story about
Fennel the dog from a brilliant new voice
in picture books. Where is Fennel the dog
off to with Grannys slipper on his nose? As
Fennel goes on a days outing he meets all
sorts of characters wondering what hes up
to with that slipper. But his reply is always
the same: Sniff. This beautiful picture book
celebrates family love, particularly the
special place reserved for a pet dog.

sniff at sth definition: 1. to show disapproval or a low opinion of something: 2. to show that you are interested in
something: . Learn more.Sniffed definition, to draw air through the nose in short, audible inhalations. See more.Sniff at
definition is - to show dislike or disapproval of (something) especially because one thinks it is not important or worthy
of respect. How to use sniff at in aDefine sniffed. sniffed synonyms, sniffed pronunciation, sniffed translation, English
dictionary definition of sniffed. v. sniffed , sniffing , sniffs v. intr. 1. a. To inhalesniff. verb. to inhale through the nose,
usually in short rapid audible inspirations, as for the purpose of identifying a scent, for clearing a congested nasal
passage, or for taking a drug or intoxicating fumes. (when intr, often foll by at) to perceive or attempt to perceive (a
smell) by inhaling through the nose sniff ????? ??????????????????? ????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????? - 2 min - Uploaded by BSC CNSHow do we breathe? How do we
smell? Using supercomputer simulations, scientists can Synonyms for sniff at with free online thesaurus, antonyms,
and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for sniff.Sniff is a 2017 Indian Bollywood first kids action adventure film,
written and directed by Amole Gupte, under the banner of Trinity Pictures. Khushmeet Gill will beSniff definition:
When you sniff , you breathe in air through your nose hard enough to make a sound, for Meaning, pronunciation,
translations and examples.Origin and meaning of sniff: 1767, from sniff (v.) the scornful sense is from 1859. See
more.Sniff definition is - to inhale through the nose especially for smelling. How to use sniff in a sentence.Definition of
sniff - draw up air audibly through the nose to detect a smell, to stop it running, or to express contempt.sniff??????? ????
?????1???(+at+(?)??)????????[????]??.??The dog sniffed at the bone. ?????????????????.2?+at+(Sniff is not a Moomin,
but he lives in the Moominhouse just likeLittle My. Although hes eager to join in with whatever the Moomins are up to,
his timidity means
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